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Lesson Plans 
Standards: 
 13.1  Analyzes functions and expectations for various types of  
  relationships. 
 13.2  Analyze personal needs and characteristics and their effects on  
  interpersonal relationships. 
 13.4        Evaluate effective conflict prevention and management techniques 

Competencies: 
        13.1.1 Analyze processes for building and maintaining interpersonal  
  relationships. 
            13.1.3         Compare physical, emotional, and intellectual responses in stable and  
  unstable relationships. 
            13.1.4 Analyze factors that contribute to healthy and unhealthy  
  relationships. 
            13.2.3         Analyze the effects of self-esteem and self-image on relationships 
            13.2.5         Explain the impact of personal standards and codes of conduct on 
  Interpersonal relationships. 
            13.3.3         Demonstrate effective listening and feedback techniques. 
            13.4.1   Analyze the origin and development of attitudes and behaviors regarding conflict. 
            13.4.3         Apply the roles of decision making and problem solving in reducing and managing  
  conflict. 
            13.4.4     Demonstrate nonviolent strategies that address conflict. 
            13.4.5 Demonstrate effective responses to harassment. 

            13.4.6 Assess community resources that support conflict prevention and management. 
 
 
Videos are accessible online at:   
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL-fUI23jxVCx6D-b5Sj6DKtidot4C3vDX 
 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL-fUI23jxVCx6D-b5Sj6DKtidot4C3vDX


BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
 

This presentation was made by Leadership students at Two Rivers 
School in the Snoqualmie Valley School District (SVSD410). Our goal 
was to teach students how to intervene and prevent harassment, 
intimidation, and bullying. 
 

Included in this lesson is the script that we used while we presented. 
Please feel free to make any changes while presenting this to your school. 
Please note the policies highlighted in the 5th video and included in this 
lesson plan are for the SVSD410, so they may not apply to your school.  
The first 4 videos and lesson plans will likely apply to any secondary 
school.  You may need to substitute the information in the last portion of 
this presentation with your district’s policies. 
 
Also included are two handouts.  One has Intervention Strategies, which 
will help students in answering the discussion questions.  You may also 
want to project this on a screen during discussions.  The other is a 
worksheet for students to follow along with the discussion and to write 
reflections. 
 
The content is appropriate for middle school and high school students.  
Again, feel free to modify to meet the needs of your students.  You may 
also want to create ground rules or “group agreements” as well if this has 
not already been established with your students. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 



Snoqualmie Valley School District #410 

Two Rivers School 
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Introduction: 
 
Welcome to our presentation. Today we are talking about harassment, intimidation, and 
bullying. We will be doing so by sharing a series of videos that Two Rivers 2015 leadership 
class has made. This is the end of a 3 year project for them and we are so excited to show 
them to you today. Please pay attention to our discussion questions because after every 
video we will have a short group discussion. Please keep in mind that our focus today is not 
to share personal experiences, but to learn useful intervention and prevention strategies. 
Thank you all so much for your time, and enjoy. 
 

Worksheet Intro: 
 
Confirm that all students have both handouts.  
 
Explain the instructions:  (Document 1) This sheet explains some examples of intervention 
strategies.  It shows a menu of options to help in a situation of harassment, intimidation or 
bullying. (Document 2) This other sheet is an interactive worksheet to help with discussion 
questions. Please make sure you explain your answers thoroughly. 

 
 

  

Note to Facilitators: One way to encourage students to participate is by promising 
them a treat in exchange for their completed handouts. You can even do a raffle at the 
end with the completed handouts, or a contest later when you read and choose the best 
answers.  You can also hand out candy or other incentives while presenting for those who 
are participating. Remember that the point of this presentation is to engage students in a 
discussion; keep this in mind when choosing your motivational strategies. 



Video 1: “Rumor Wildfire” 
 
Before Video: 
 
Good morning everyone. Today I will be showing you one of the videos that Two Rivers 
leadership class has made for us. Get ready to watch “Rumor Wildfire.” I won’t give away 
too much but this video shows an example of how harmful rumors can be and how they can 
get out of hand. I hope you enjoy the video. Thank you for being here and attending our 
forum today. 
 
The first two questions on these worksheets are just discussion questions and we will go 
over these questions after the video. The reflection question is the one you will write down 
after our discussion. 
 
Watch Video:  
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W8_9cuQlZqQ 

 
 
After Video: 
 
Discussion Questions: 
 
How did Joan (Anita’s friend) intervene? How did she try to help the situation? 

~~Discuss~~ 
 

What could another student do to try to help the situation? 
~~Discuss~~ 

Reflection Question: 
 
Now, on your handout look at where it says “reflection”.  The question is: How can rumor 
spreading be prevented? Imagine the target was someone you really cared about. How 
would you try to prevent it?  Please take a few minutes to write down your thoughts on that 
question. [Allow time to write] 
 
Would anyone be willing to share what they wrote down? 

~~Discuss~~ 
 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W8_9cuQlZqQ


Video 2: “The Clique” 
 
Before Video:  
 
This next video is called “The Clique.” It’s about a group of friends harassing and bullying 
another group of students. Watch and observe how our main character Dontron experiences 
and resolves the issue at hand.  
 
 
Watch Video:  
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r2J6zo2ImnE 
 
After Video: 
 
Discussion questions: 
 
How did Mrs. Appleberg intervene?  

~~Discuss~~ 
 

How did she try to help the situation?  
~~Discuss~~ 

 
What could another student do to try to help to resolve or react to the situation? 

~~Discuss~~ 
 

Reflection Question: 
 
Now, on your handout look at where it says “reflection”.  The question is: How can we keep 
our individuality without judging groups of people who are different?  Please take a few 
minutes to write down your thoughts on that question. [Allow time to write] 
 
Would anyone be willing to share what they wrote down?  

~~Discuss~~ 
 

 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r2J6zo2ImnE


Video 3: “Pants’d” 
 
Before Video: 
 
This video is called “Pants’d”. This video is about a form of sexual harassment that we 
sometimes don't think about. 
 
Watch Video:  
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NT2i3k_gGh0 
      
After Video: 
 
Discussion questions: 
What is another way that Jeremy could have gotten Melissa’s attention, besides pantsing 
Ricky? 

~~Discuss~~ 
 

Did you think this situation was resolved? How? Is there anything else you think should 
have happened? 

~~Discuss~~ 
 

Reflection Question: 
Now, on your handout look at where it says “reflection”.  The question is: Why is it 
important to get consent before posting a picture?  Please take a few minutes to write down 
your thoughts on that question. [Allow time to write] 
 
Would anyone be willing to share what they wrote down?  

~~Discuss~~ 
 
 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NT2i3k_gGh0


Video 4: “Obsessed” 
 
Before Video: 
 
This next video is about someone who can’t take no for an answer. 
      
Watch Video:  
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LFqfFpHWWvQ 

 
After Video: 
 
Discussion Questions: 
 
How did the Principal intervene in this scenario? 

~~Discuss~~ 
 

Why should Mike have moved on the first time Sally said no? 
~~Discuss~~ 

 
Reflection Question: 
Now, on your handout look at where it says “reflection”.   The question is: How would 
relationships look if everyone was able to hear and respect someone telling them no?  Please 
take a few minutes to write down your thoughts on that question. [Allow time to write] 
 
Would anyone be willing to share what they wrote down?  

~~Discuss~~ 
 

 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LFqfFpHWWvQ


Video 5: “The Policy” 
 
Before Video: 
 
This video takes a look at the Snoqualmie Valley School district's policy on harassment, 
intimidation and bullying. It also talks about prevention of these issues. [Although this is 
about one school district, it is probably very similar to your own district]. 
      
Watch Video:  
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xX82BsM2zsA 
    
 
After Video: 

~~Discuss~~ 
Now, on your handout look at where it says “reflection.” The question is: How can we create 
a culture at our school where everyone feels safe and where harassment, intimidation, and 
bullying do not happen?  Please take a few minutes to write down your thoughts on that 
question. [Allow time to write]  
 
Would anyone be willing to share what they wrote down?  

~~Discuss~~ 
 

Now open the floor to any questions about the policy video. 
~~Discuss~~ 

 
 

Closing: 
 
Open the floor to any questions about this video series. 

~~Discuss~~ 
Thank you for attending today and watching Two River’s Harassment, Intimidation and 
Bullying video series. We hope these have helped you understand harassment, intimidation 
and bullying and what you can do when you encounter these situations and how to help 
prevent these problems.  Please remember to write your name on your paper and hand them 
in to the center of the row. Keep in mind only verified personnel will be the only ones 
reading your responses. Thank you all again for coming and for your participation.  
 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xX82BsM2zsA

